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When Rosalina (Rosy) Rivera returned to her home congregation, St. Luke's Lutheran Church in 

Richardson, Texas, for Palm Sunday, she was presented with a graduation banner a woman in the 

congregation made for her. "It was EXACTLY what I wanted and I cried when I first saw it," Rosy says. 

Wartburg Theological has a long tradition of requesting that home and internship congregations make 

banners for graduating students. Each year, student banners line the walls of the refectory on the 

Wartburg campus as commencement weekend nears. And then, as students are sent out to serve the 

church, the banner goes with them serving not only as a remembrance of their graduation from 

Wartburg but also the congregations that played an integral role in forming them for leadership.  

The banner for Rosy was designed and created by Brenda Milner, a long-time church member who had 

assisted with two other graduation banners in previous years, as well as many other quilting projects.  

The banner incorporates two elements Rosy asked for: the Holy Spirit and "something that will always 

make me think of St. Luke's." After talking with Rosy about her favorite things in the church, Brenda 

designed the banner which resembles the stained glass window in an alcove behind the altar. Light 

streams through the glass, hitting a cross with the symbol of the Holy Spirit. 

Brenda says she was eager to make the banner for Rosy because she sees so much potential in the gifts 

Rosy brings to the church as a second-career pastor. "I'm excited for what she can bring to a 

congregation, and for her fervor," Brenda says. Making the banner is "a way of showing how important 

that person is," she says, adding, "Who it's from and who it's for is what is most important." 

 

 


